DRIVING MACHINE IS O. K., SAY COAST PROS

Hollywood, Calif.—A new, easily installed, compact driving machine which registers on a meter how far a golf ball hit by any club travels is called the Siltop Golf Strokometer. Such well-known golf professionals as Willie Hunter and Olin Dutra endorse the device.

By indicating distance ball is driven, whether straight, hooked or sliced, or for any distance approach shots, this machine is effective for instruction, so it is claimed.

Siltop Golf Strokometer is used in Willie Hunter's instruction

As this machine requires only a little space, many of the miniature golf courses are installing these machines at every hole to pep up the putting game. Other putt-putt courses which have put in large batteries report they are as popular as the putting greens.

The Siltop Golf Strokometer is simply designed. A regulation size golf ball is fastened to a stiff airplane steel cable which is connected with a short pivot pole. When the ball is hit, the pole revolves around its axis, turning bronze gears, upon which raised bronze numerals, from 1 to 400, indicate so many yards per revolution of the ball. The distance of the drive is shown by an arrow on the meter at the base of the pole. The machine can be screwed to any floor in a couple of minutes or staked in the grass or ground in a few seconds. It is handsomely finished in bronze or nickel and in many colors of duco.

CELLULOID GOLF TEES

are now made in three lengths.

You can get some extra business next year by putting in a small stock of the longer Tees. Many of your players will want these to meet the new playing conditions.

As Celluloid Operators, we can easily give you new sizes and lengths as they are required by new conditions.

There now is ample proof of the popularity of the Celluloid Tee in the size and shape which we introduced under the name "PEG". Next year's improvement will be in finish and package.

Mounting sales clearly indicate that the trend is to "PEG"—the Celluloid Tee that is SO EASY TO USE.

Ask your Jobber for it.
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